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San Diego’s North Park neighborhood has hatched a 

one-of-a-kind breakfast destination that is ruffling 

feathers with its sidesplitting attention to detail.  Using 

an avant-garde approach to décor, Breakfast 

Republic is a pun-filled wonderland that will feed your 

readers’ appetite for eccentric design. 

From the moment customers walk in, Breakfast 

Republic has them laughing with out-of-the-box 

interiors that are painfully funny. All who approach the eatery are greeted by the deadly stare of 

Christopher Walken in a portrait that reads, “No Reservations… Walkens Only.”  Once inside, the first 

thing to break guests out of their shells is the vibrant living wall with oversized bright red letters 

spelling, “RUN COCK RUN.” 

The unconventional design doesn’t stop there! Their 

ceiling fans are made of rotating Einstein lights in the 

shape of kitchen whisks to keep the focus on 

everything breakfast. The mirrors in the bathrooms are 

custom-designed to look like over-sized sunglasses, 

and the phrase “You look fine,” stares back at guests 

as they check their appearance. Early-bird diners can 

enjoy their eggs sunny side up on Breakfast Republic’s 

outside patio, laden with electric yellow chairs and 

light-hearted cartoons of chickens escaping from the coop. 

From wise quotes spray painted on the walls to clever sayings posted on tabletops and coffee cups, 

Breakfast Republic’s attention to detail is certainly something to crow about.  Each table’s napkin 

holder features cheeky phrases such as, “A yawn is a silent scream for coffee,” and “Common sense is 

a flower that doesn’t grow in everyone’s garden.” In an eggshell, the entire experience has guests 

clucking from beginning to end, especially when their check comes wedged in a fork demanding them 

to “Fork it over.” 
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